We show that the polynomial hull of a certain totally real threesphere in C3 constructed by Ahern and Rudin is the union of a two-parameter family of analytic disks.
Introduction
If M is a compact real «-dimensional submanifold of C" then M must have nontrivial polynomial hull M = {z e C": \P(z)\ < max^ |.P| for all polynomials P} ; a result of Alexander [3] states that the topological dimension of M\M is at least n + 1. One would like to understand M, perhaps by finding analytic disks with boundaries in M (an analytic disk A is the image of an analytic map f:{z e C: \z\ < 1} -► C" ; if / extends continuously to {|z| < 1}, and if dA = f(\z\ = 1) c M, then by the maximum principle A c M ). If n = 2 and M has a complex tangent at p e M, i.e., the tangent space to M at p has a nonzero complex subspace, then generically either the tangent is of hyperbolic type and M is locally polynomially convex, or the tangent is of elliptic type, in which case a technique of Bishop [6] can be used to construct analytic disks with boundaries in M near p . In the same paper, Bishop showed that for any M c C2 diffeomorphic to the two-sphere there are at least two points of compex tangency. However, a theorem of Gromov [9, p. 193] guarantees the existence of embedded three-spheres in C3 that are totally real (no complex tangents). In this case, different methods must be used to exhibit analytic structure in M\M. Ahern and Rudin [1] gave the first explicit example of such a sphere, as a graph over the boundary of the ball in C2, (1.1) M = {z\, z2, Yxz2-z\ + iz{z\z-2): |z,|2 + |z2|2 = 1}.
They did not address the question of determining M. Recently Forstneric [7] constructed a totally real three-sphere in C3 for which he was able to produce a one-parameter family of analytic disks in M\M . The goal of this paper is to show that polynomial hull of the Ahern-Rudin example is foliated by analytic disks. Theorem 1. Let M be the totally real three-sphere given by (1.1). There exists a two-parameter family A0| 02 of analytic disks such that M\M=\ (J Afll>e2luA,UA2
[e,,e2 J where Ax = {\zx | < 1, z2 = z3 = 0} and A2 = {|z2| < 1, zx = z3 = 0}.
The proof uses a result of Wermer that seems to be particularly useful for constructing analytic disks when M is invariant under certain group actions (see also [5, 8] ). The arguments used here parallel closely those in [10] , where disks in C2 invariant under (z, w) -► (ze'e, we~'e) are studied.
In related work, Alexander [4] has proved that if M is a graph in C3 of a function / continuous on the boundary of the ball B in <C2 then M covers B2 ; i.e., the projection of M to C2 is B2. He also gives conditions on / under which M is itself a graph over B2, but his results do not apply to the case considered here. Finally, Ahern and Rudin [2] , by different methods than those employed here, have recently generalized our result by describing the hull of a totally real three-sphere M in C3 of the form {(z, w , r(z~z)/zw): (z, w) e bB} where T belongs to a certain class of plane curves. In particular, they show that M\M is both a graph over B and a union of analytic disks.
Proof of Theorem 1
We note that M is invariant under the transformation z = (zx,z2, z3) -T9l,Bl{z) = (zxei8> , z2eie>, z3<?-«e'+(^).
Clearly M must also be Tg, ^-invariant. Let F(z) = zxz2zs . Then F o rölie2 = F. If z e M then F(z) = |zi|2|z2|2(|z2|2 + z|zi|2). Let y be the image of M under F . Setting \zx\ -r, we obtain a parametrization of y : if
then y = {y(r): 0 < r < 1}. y is a simple closed analytic curve in the complex plane, with a double point at the origin and no other singularity. Let £i be the region bounded by y. If C e y\{0} then it is easy to check that there exists a unique r e (0, 1) so that y(r) = Ç. This r we denote by r(Q . If z e M and F(z) = £ ^ 0, then the orbit of z under the transformations Te¡ 6l is the torus {Tglte2(zr): 0 < 6>, , 62 < 2n} where zr = (r, \fl-r1, y(r)/rVl -r2) and r = r(Q. If F(z) -0 then zx = 0 or z2 = 0 and the orbit of z is the circle z\ = z3 = 0, |z2| = 1 in the first case, or z2 = z3 = 0, \zx\ = 1 in the second case. If g = ¿ZnAaza (a = (ax, a2, q3)) is any polynomial in (zx, z2, z3), then there exists a polynomial g in one variable so that for 0 < r < 1, g(y(r)) = ¿ j n J n g o Tgu02(zr) dex dd2.
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In fact we can take g(Ç) = ¿ZajCJ where a} = AUjj).
Since h is constant on the orbit of zr, for any polynomial g we can write g(y(r)) -(y(r) -Co)"1 = ¿ J * j *{{g -h) o T0uei){Zr)Ox dd2 this result applied to the algebra A = P(M) of uniform limits of polynomials on M implies that log Z, is subharmonic on £1. We will construct analytic disks in M using the functions log Z,, which we will show are actually harmonic in Q. First we must examine the boundary behavior of the Z,. We need Lemma 2. Suppose z° g M and F(z°) = C° G y\{0} . Then z° e M.
Proof. Assume z° £ M. Let r e (0, 1) such that F(z°) = y(r). Let T be the orbit of zr under the T0I 01. T is easily seen to be polynomially convex. Since z° £ T, there exists a polynomial P with |P(z°)| > 1, \P\ < 1 on T. Choose a neighborhood U of T in M with \P\ < 1 on U. The image of M\ U under F is a closed subarc y of y exlcuding C° • There exists g analytic on £1, continuous on £1, and ô > 0, so that g(C°) = 1 and \g\ < l-ô on y . For any n , Q(z) = (g o F(z))nP(z) is a uniform limit of polynomials on Mu{z°}. On U, \Q\ < \P\ < 1, while on M\U, \Q\ < (1 -S)"\P\ <J_ for sufficiently large n . But |ö(z°)| = |P(z°) > 1, which contradicts z° e M and completes the proof.
Next we use Lemma 2 to show that Zx continuously assumes the boundary values r(C) on y\{0}. Let {£"} be a sequence in £i with Ç" -> C G y\{0}.
Choose zW e M with F(z^) = C" and \z\n)\ = Z,(C"). We can assume *("> converges to z e M. Then F(z) = £. By Lemma 2, z e M. Thus Zx(Çn) -► I¿il = KO • Similarly we can show that Z2 and Z3 continuously assume the boundary values Vl -r2 and y(r)/ry/l -r2 , respectively, on y\{0}. Now we need a regularity result on solutions of the Dirichlet problem on £1 when the boundary data satisfies certain estimates. The proof of the following lemma is essentially contained in the proof of Lemma 4 of [10] and the discussion preceding it. where dpç0 is harmonic measure at Co with respect to £1. Then G is harmonic and bounded above on £1, assumes continuously the boundary values g on y\{0}, and G(Q < G(Q, for all Çe£l. Now define t/1(Co) = |logr(C)^0(C), Wo) = jlOg(y/i-r2(Q)dpr0(C), t/3(Co) = /logICI -log r(Q -log(^I-rHO)dpio(C) = log|Co|-c/,(Co)-i/2(Co).
Apply Lemma 3 with (G, g) = (log Zx , log r), (log Z2 , log(\/l -r2), and (log Z3, log |C| -log r(£) -log(-y/l -r2(C)) in turn. In each case the estimate required on g follows from the fact that |C| = \y(r(Q)\ < r(£)2(l -r(Q2). We obtain log Z,(C) <£/,(£), (2.2) logZ2(C)<t/2(C), log Z3(C)< log ICI-L/,(C)-t/2(C),
where the functions on the right-hand side are harmonic on £1.
Lemma 4. For all C G £i, log ZX(Q = UX(Q , log Z2(C) = U2(Ç), and log Z3(Q = log\C\-Ux(Q-U2(C).
Proof. If any one of these three inequalities should fail then, by (2.2), log ZX(C) + log Z2(Q + log Z3(C) < log|C|. To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we must show that each z e M\M is contained in some Ag¡ 02 or in A! u A2. By Lemma 2, either F(z) = £ e £1, or F(z) = 0. In the first case, we must have |z,| = Z,(£), / = 1,2,3.
If not, by Lemma 4, |zjz2z3| < |Zi(£)Z2(£)Z3(£)| = |£|, a contradiction. Thus z = F0¡y02°(p(C) e A0iy02 for some {6X , 62). In the second case, if z f A!UA2, take a neighborhood U in M of the polynomially convex set dAx U <9A2 and a polynomial P so that \P(z)\ > 1 while |P| < 1 on U. Then argue as in the proof of Lemma 2, taking £° = 0, to conclude that z £ M, a contradiction. We are finished with the proof of Theorem 1.
